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MUCH ATTENTION OF LATE HAS DRIVEN THE RETINAL READING 
OF A BUILDING’S OVERALL SILHOUETTE FROM A SPECIFIC VAN-
TAGE AS A MEANS OF EMBEDDING OVERALL COMMUNICATIVE 
IDENTITY THROUGH ARCHITECTURAL FORM. RECENT DISCOURSE 
SURROUNDING THE PROJECT OF “SHAPE” SPECIFICALLY BUILDS 
ON THE 1972 DILEMMA RAISED IN THE CANONICAL TEXT OF 
LEARNING FROM LAS VEGAS, IN WHICH ROBERT VENTURI AND 
DENISE SCOTT BROWN ESTABLISH TWO MEANS OF COMMU-
NICATION WITHIN ARCHITECTURAL FORM, DECORATION AND 
FIGURATION. WHILE THE FORMER PARADIGM ESTABLISHES 
COMMUNICATION THROUGH A PROCEDURE OF APPLIED ASSO-
CIATION TO GENERIC ARCHITECTURAL TYPES, THE LATTER COULD 
BE DESCRIBED AS A MANIPULATION OF THE BUILDING’S OVERALL 
WHOLE IN CREATING AN ‘OBJECT TO BE READ.’¹ SUCH A FORMAL 
OBJECT-READING RELIES ON RECOGNITION OF THE BUILT OBJECT 
IN TERMS OF A DISTINCT AND OFTEN FAMILIAR OUTLINE 
EMERGING FROM A GESTALT SILHOUETTE OF THE BUILDING’S 
GEOMETRY. SINCE 1972, THE FIGURATIVE HAS SPAWNED COUNT-
LESS SUB-PROJECTS IN ARCHITECTURAL FORMAL DISCUSSION 
CENTERED AROUND THE LEGIBILITY OF A BUILDING’S WHOLE, 
UTILIZING PROFILE AS THE CENTERPIECE FOR THE GENERATION 
OF COMMUNICATIVE CONTENT. THIS PAPER WILL EXPLORE 
ARCHITECTURE’S PAST, CONSIDERING THE POSSIBLE USE OF 
PROFILE AS A STRATEGY FOR COMMUNICATION AT THE SCALE 
OF THE ARCHITECTURAL PART IN LIEU OF THE WHOLE.

SHAPE AND PROFILE
The shape—or logo—building arises from consecuti ve pro-
cedures neutralizing the part in preference for the whole. As 
described by Robert Somol in what has become an instructi on 
manual for shape objects, “Green Dots 101”: “Turn a single 
part or component into the whole...Eliminate the arti culati on 
of scalar coding of an architectural device...Develop a precise 
but vague silhouett e.”² Noted for its economic language of 
constructi on — unarti culated by complexiti es of blob-form 
but rather a simple amalgamati on of arcs and lines — shape 
implicates a proto-profi le procedural alphabet. Broken down 
to its contour parts, shape gives rise to an alternati ve for-
malism of systemati c, compound fi gurati on, disti nguished by 
translati on of the syntacti c, formal device of the contoured 
fi gure or profi le. 

Referenced by Venturi in his 1966 manifesto Complexity 
and Contradicti on, the work of Italian architect Luigi Moretti   

serves as a contemporaneous antecedent to the discourse 
surrounding fi gurati on (Figure 1). In his writi ng, Moretti   
argues for formal and rhetorical value of the fi gure through 
the construct of the profi le. Published in his coauthored jour-
nal Spazio, Morretti  ’s 1951 essay “The Values of Profi les”, is 
writt en as an early post-modern criti que to prevailing ten-
dencies exhibited in rati onalism in northern Italy, wherein 
building’s parts are deployed as simplifi ed and discrete 
quotati ons of the past, or as Moretti   describes “reduced to a 
stupid drawing of shapes, an empty repeti ti on of forms.”³ In 
his essay, Moretti   implicates a new directi on of architectural 
possibility in the manipulati on of surface profi le, establishing 
a precursor to a post-modern criti que of reducti ve abstrac-
ti on. Moretti   identi fi es defi niti ve characteristi cs or values 
of formal abstracti on established by translati on of cornice 
or moulding profi les, and the resulti ng fi gurati on evident 
in traditi onal modaliti es of architectural form. For Moretti   
the profi le is not merely a decorati ve device as dispelled by 
modernist or rati onal abstracti on, nor a phenomenological 
device exclusive to manipulati on of light in space, but rather 
a formal operati on of compound syntacti c functi on capable 
of performing through scalar mediati on between the discrete 
parts of a building. In its history, the profi le is defi niti ve yet 
nuanced in various paradigms of western traditi on — namely 
disti nguished between Classical, Gothic, Renaissance, and 
Baroque periods.⁴

PROFILE AS SIGNATURE
Moretti   suggests the profi le carries value in support of a 
building’s holisti c formal reading as an operati ve translati on 
between part and whole, and as a rhetorical medium par-
ti cipati ng in a conversati on with architecture’s temporality. 
Arti culated through operati ons of extrusion, revoluti on, and 
rotati on, the disparate geometry of form are separated, con-
jugated, or confounded by the perceived contrast of light and 
shadow, arising from the rendered variati ons of a corrugated 
surface — the materializati on of chiaroscuro per Moretti  . 
Recalling the lineage and evoluti on of such characterizati on, 
Moretti   identi fi es the profi le curvature as part and fi gure as 
the whole, comprising the basis of a communicati ve syntax 
and progressive translati on. This is perhaps most evident 
in the development of anthropomorphism associated with 
Renaissance humanism, whereby the facial profi le is inscribed 
within cornice proporti ons illustrated by Vincenzo Scamozzi 
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Figure 1: Profi le delineati on of exterior balconies at San Maurizio 
Apartment block in Rome. Luigi Moretti  , 1962. Image courtesy of John 
Paul Rysavy

and Jacques-François Blondel. For Scamozzi the profi le served 
as a rhetorical, semanti c device, its lines and curves structur-
ing an individual, autographic expression of the architectural 
whole; its moulding describing the spati al, perceptual, and 
formal order of an architectural object.⁵ In reference to this 
Renaissance traditi on, Moretti   relates the curvature of pro-
fi le, and its consequenti al shaping of holisti c character as the 
identi fi able signature of a building.

Categorically, Moretti   identi fi es profi les of the fi rst and 
second order, disti nguishing the former as for instance a 
molding or cornice, giving rise to the overall reading of a 
building’s interior volume and exterior form, whereas the 
latt er describes or accentuates individual elements of capi-
tals, pilasters, apertures, or thresholds. Through compound 
fi gurati on, transposed by consti tuent curves, profi les of the 
fi rst order regulate the holisti c percepti on and reading of 
geometry through scalar translati on. This holds true in the 
spati al arti culati on and interiority of the plan as outlined by 
the skeletal framework of cornices and moldings, as well as 
the building’s external expression, whereby formal geom-
etry and silhouett e are punctuated by the acuity of profi le 
compositi on. 

As an illustrati on of this idea Moretti   examines the radical 
translati on of the classical temple pediment in Alberti ’s San 
Sebasti ano at Mantua. By highlighti ng this example, Moretti   

underscores the use of profi le in the classical temple as a 
strategy emphasizing the volumetric parts of the building, as 
the roof or diagonal and the verti cal, in which the geometry 
of the frontal elevati on is bifurcated and disti nguished by the 
severity of the molding profi le. San Sebasti ano presents an 
ambiguity, in that the face of the top and bott om, through 
deleti on of the cornice at the center window, makes legible 
two simultaneous rhetorical traditi ons. Such a translati on 
from a classical to renaissance temple establishes a rhetori-
cal context of fi gural representati on, where the reading of 
silhouett e is broken down by the contrast of arcs and lines of 
the profi le’s curvature. In this context, it is noteworthy that 
the formal silhouett e and fi gure of San Sebasti ano is further 
augmented from its classical associati on as a noti onal temple 
in the holisti c reading of Moretti  ’s apartment block at Casa Il 
Girasole in Rome, and later by Venturi in domesti c form at 
the Vanna Venturi House in Pennsylvania, wherein the central 
break or absence of moulding renders discrete parts ambigu-
ous in relati on to a gestalt reading of the whole as house.

PROFILOG CABIN
In further examining the profi le’s agency, our collaborati ve 
practi ce explored the problemati c of part to whole through 
the development of a log cabin, responding to a prompt for 
a small pavilion in a northern climate. Disti nguished by its 
silhouett e, the log cabin serves as an archetypal case study 
whereby its image, or holisti c fi gure — emblemati c for 
instance of homesteading or fronti er — is defi ned by the 
compositi on and assembly of its parts: a conventi onal ste-
reotomic constructi on employing the cutti  ng, notching and 
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stacking of saw milled lumber of regular semicircular profi le 
extrusions. Similar to a cornice or moulding, the tectonic 
assemblage of stacked ti mber is rendered solid, where the 
negati ve corrugati on between each log disti nguishes the 
cabin’s reading (Figure 2). By exploring the formal, spati al, 
and material consequences of the log’s profi le, Profi log Cabin 
considers the perceived relati onship between the cabin’s 
typological silhouett e and its associated recogniti on through 
translati on and aggregati on of the profi log.

As a construct, the geometry and representati on of the 
profi log establish a multi faceted identi ty of various read-
ings between shape and volume, material and surface. 
Translati ng the repeated radial curvature of a conventi onal 
log, the profi log augments the fi gure of saw milled ti mber 
and its axial compositi on. Compound curvature propor-
ti ons according to the facial profi le in the syntacti c traditi on 
of Scamozzi and Blondel (Figure 3). Each log is cast of light-
weight fi ber reinforced concrete recalling concrete’s historic 

role as a compressive material, in contrast to contemporary 
use in adorning the face of a building as a rainscreen panel 
or classical moulding. The profi log further engages the tex-
tual defi niti on of profi le’s etymology, arising from the Italian 
roots pro fi lo, “to spin forth”. Strung with burnt mohair as 
expressed on the exterior, the interior face is insulated by an 
inlay of mohair tapestry patt erned in the dichromati c projec-
ti on of frontal and side facial profi les across the corrugated 
surface of each extrusion, creati ng coincidental readings 
through profi le curvature.

As with the stacked log in the assembly of a stereotomic wall, 
or a cornice in its striated defi niti on of interiority, the profi log 
performs both tectonically and formally through the double 
functi on of log structure and moulding frame, characterizing 
exterior shape and interior volume. Employing three-dimen-
sional translati on of profi le extrusion plus revoluti on and 
two-dimensional projecti on, localized readings of curvature 
are confl ated and confounded through gestalt interpreta-
ti on, interference, and double readings — a Janus, a totem, 
a kiss, and a vase (Figure 4). The result is a Klein bott le log 
cabin, characterized by the double-sided nature of the fi gural 

Figure 2: Frontal elevati on of the profi log cabin. Image courtesy of op.AL 
+ And-Either-Or.
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Figure 3: The Profi log  ; a tectonic profi le of assembled logs transcribed by 
proporti ons of the human face. Image courtesy of op.AL + And-Either-Or

Figure 2: Saskatchewan Power Corporati on Head Offi  ce Building, c.2000 
aft er being re-clad in aluminum metal panels, SaskPower Archives.

Figure 4: Exterior and interior of the profi log window translated by 
extrusion and revoluti on. Image courtesy of op.AL + And-Either-Or.
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Figure 5: A two sided log cabin, formed by extrusion and revoluti on of a double sided 
profi log; Image courtesy of op.AL + And-Either-Or.
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profi le, collecti vely questi oning the profi le’s capacity to aug-
ment and transform the perceptual reading of a recognizable 
whole, through volume, shape, surface, and material (Figure 5).

RECONFIGURATION 
In the logo-building, a series of borrowed profi les are 
deployed through simple operati ons towards the creati on 
of linguisti c character, where representati on through profi le 
serves as a logo for an individual building rather than an icon 
of something else, similar to Moretti   or Scamozzi’s signature. 
As a point of embedded verbal syntax, the profi le’s structure 
is capable of linking disconti nuous elements through fi gura-
ti on of detail rather than being bound singularly in overall 
gestalt. The profi le, as described by compound curvature, 
provides a means of further interrogati ng formal concerns 
within current discourse. In a sense, a vocabulary of the curve 
as a generati ve tool is already familiar, as a basis of geometry 
for instance in NURBS based scripti ng and modeling — of 
loft s, sweeps, extrusions, etc. In its collecti vity, the profi le 
characterizes the spati al, perceptual surface and formal order 
of an architectural object. As described by Moretti  , the profi le 
is not merely a repeti ti on of lines or line types, but a means 
of aggregati on and consumpti on of formal surface aff ect 
observed in light and shadow. 

Farshid Moussavi has suggested that architectural discourse 
is multi valent, where style arises as an interconnected recon-
fi gurati on and re-appropriati on of a contemporaneous built 
form.⁶ It is through criti cal redeployment and variati on of 
form based on a technique that style fi nds its agency; incre-
mentally advancing cultural conversati on — as with Alberti , 
Moretti  , and Venturi, or in this case, the archetypal cabin 
and profi log cabin — the fi gural profi le disti nguishes the sig-
nature of a perceived totality. Reconsidering the profi le as 
a grammati cal construct of the part to whole allows for an 
extended discursive context within current modes of archi-
tectural producti on, projecti ng an expanded language in the 
contemporary fi eld.
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